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1   Push 

Wildlife photographers are a unique breed apart; not better photographers, just 
photographers willing to sacrifice more time and money in the pursuit of that photo of 
our most elusive creatures, in other words – we push.  There is rarely much financial 
gain, or publications waiting to pounce on your wildlife image, but there is something 
more transcendent, more rewarding – something satisfying in capturing an image of a 
wild creature in its environment: a true moment in a wild life.  There is a moment when 
the stars align - maybe only for brief seconds - and the reclusive creature, ever aware of 
the danger it faces as it lives each day in nature, crosses paths with a prepared wildlife 
photographer, amateur or professional.  The result is visual magic. 
 
When I speak of motivations I can only speak for myself.  Since I was a kid in the mid-
1960’s, and through high school graduation in 1978, I was fascinated by the wildlife 
adventure shows like National Geographic Specials, Mutual of Omaha’s Wild Kingdom, 
and others.  I spent as much time in the mountains as I could with family and friends.  
The wilder, more untamed the country the more alive I felt; and within those wild 
mountains it was the wildlife that attracted me most.  Just spotting a black bear or 
coyote, and sharing a few brief seconds of their lives, was a rush.  Those feelings of 
excitement continue to course through me today. 
 

  

My first bobcat image, shot in Sequoia NP. 
Nikon D2x, 80-200 f2.8 lens, ISO 400. 

 My first coyote image taken in Yellowstone NP. 
Olympus OM-10, 200mm f4 lens, Kodachrome 64. 

 
 
There is something that draws photographers like me to the wildest areas that we live 
in.  Living in the San Joaquin Valley puts me adjacent to the Sierra-Nevada mountains to 
the east and the Coastal mountains to the west.  The high desert is to the south, and a 
line of national wildlife refuges (NWR) stretches north up the valley past Sacramento.  
National Parks surround me: Yosemite, Kings Canyon, Sequoia, Death Valley, and the 
Pinnacles.  The oak foothills provide a transition zone between the valley and the high 
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mountains – and provide homes to a multitude of amazing animals and birds.  
When I lived in St. George, Utah back in the late 1980’s I was surrounded by national 
parks, national forests, and vast tracts of Bureau of Land Management lands that 
stretched for thousands of square miles in every direction.  When I lived in northern 
Utah’s Cache Valley national parks like Grand Teton and Yellowstone were just up the 
road a few hours, while major wildlife management areas like Farmington, Bear River 
Migratory Bird Refuge, and Antelope Island State Park were just a few miles away.  
Everywhere my life has taken me in the American west I have had towering mountains, 
rugged coast lines, and arid deserts in which to pursue the passion of my life – wildlife 
photography. 
 
No matter where I have lived there are no back roads I would ever hesitate to travel 
down and explore.  I have every topography map, trail map, road map, forest service or 
BLM map, and park map in every location where I have lived or traveled. 
 

 

 
One of my first San Joaquin Kit Fox images taken east of Bakersfield, Ca in the foothills of the southern 
Sierra Nevada Mountains in 2013.  These small foxes had amazing agility and speed – and when the kits 
were playing together they put on quite a show that forced me to just scream through images trying to 
capture the action. I got three one hour chances over about two weeks, and I tried to make the most of 
this unique opportunity. Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 800, 1/6400 second at f4, Indura tripod. 
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In the fall of 1985 I got my first wildlife article and photos published in Utah’s largest 
newspaper, the Deseret News.  I was a senior at BYU working on my Business 
Management degree, and English minor, when a writing class I was taking challenged 
me.   For extra credit a student could query and submit articles to local publications in 
an attempt to get their writing published.  A few months previously I had gone with a 
friend, Eddie Blount, on a short three day trip up to Yellowstone in late summer.  We 
chased around the park from sunrise to sunset each day – not really knowing where 
to go.  That first attempt met with unexpected success.  The images were straight 
forward wildlife portraits taken with nothing more than an ordinary Olympus OM-10 
35mm film camera and a 200mm f4 telephoto lens, and the article was a simple first 
person account of the trip - but I was immediately hooked.  I was paid a couple of 
hundred dollars and it ran as the cover story in the Travel/Leisure section of the 
Sunday edition.  From that point in 1985 until today wildlife photography has been 
one of the main passions of my life, and I push myself to improve. 
 
Today I lead about 40 photo safaris per year, and am out shooting in the field, often 
by myself or with friends, at least 5-7 more days per month.  On non-shooting days 
I’m buried in front of my computer editing and processing images, planning new 
safaris, updating my website, answering questions about locations and equipment 
that are e-mailed to me every day, and updating and improving the a/v shows I do 
with my seminars.  Photography has filled my business and personal life.  My wife 
loves to go to the parks and chase with me as do my sons and their families.  

 

 
This wolf and coyote image was one of my first digital 
wildlife images after I made the conversion from film to 
digital, back in 2004.  Leaving the hotel in the early morning 
dark from Gardiner, Mt we traveled through a light snow to 
the northern reaches of Yellowstone, on slick roads for 
over an hour, before arriving in this area along Soda Butte 
Creek.  My friend, Casey Bell, and I crept along the road as 
the skies brightened - looking for the wolves we had seen 
the previous night but were unable to photograph due to 
darkness.  Suddenly the black wolf appeared near an elk 
carcass, and was confronted by a pack of six coyotes.  The 
two coyotes in the foreground were the most aggressive in 
facing down the wolf, whose pregnant female partner was 
sitting nearby.  She was unable to join in the fray with her 
heavy belly nearly dragging in the snow.  We were pushed 
away by a ranger shortly after this image was taken so I 
don’t know how the altercation ended. 
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2   Camera Equipment 

Olympus was my first camera system.  From the entry level OM-10FC body to the 
professional OM-4 body and MD-2 motordrive, I bought, sold, and traded lenses and 
accessories to match my increased ambition to shoot better images.  I started with a 
135mm telephoto lens, moved to a 200mm f4, then a 300mm f4.5.   
 
In 1990 I sold all my Olympus equipment at my friend Fred Topalian’s Camera Country 
store in St. George, Utah and bought into the Nikon camera system.  I first shot the 
N8008 body, which was my first auto-focus camera, followed by the amazing F5 body.  
The brand new F5 cost me $2200 back in the late 90’s – a huge sum of money for a 
35mm film camera.  It had a blazingly fast motordrive of 8 frames-per-second, and an 
equally fast rewind speed for a finished roll of film.  It had major improvements in focus 
speed, 3D Matrix exposure metering, and a built-in ruggedness that far surpassed other 
cameras.  In the mid 90’s I began to shoot a lot of portraiture jobs, and at that time the 
standard professional portrait camera was a medium-format 120mm film camera.  I 
bought a manual Mamiya 645 that I eventually replaced with the Mamiya 645 Auto-
focus body.  I spent thousands of dollars on film backs, lenses, vignette (GOBO) systems, 
flashes, and external battery packs.  If only I could have seen the future just around the 
corner and down the road a few years. 
 
 

 
The high speed motordrive of the Nikon D3s, its advanced auto-focusing system, the use of back-focusing 
and other professional techniques in shooting, and its high ISO quality (ISO 800 in this image) make it a 
formidable low-light camera.  1/750 second at f4, window rest from my vehicle. 
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When I bought into digital cameras in 2004 the amazing quality of the images, and the 
ease in retouching these first generation digital images (versus scanned film images) was 
very impressive.  I sold all my film cameras after buying a Nikon D70, followed by the 
pro-body D2x, and currently I shoot the amazing D3s with a D7100 body serving as back-
up.  My D3s also shoots 8 frames-per-second (in raw mode) like my old F5 did, but the 
F5 was advancing film during that burst of images – which only makes me love it even 
today.  Still, the D2x (bought in 2006) and D3s (bought in 2010) both cost over $5000 
new but their professional features made them well worth the money. 
 

 
In the late 90’s I bought my first 500mm f4 lens.  I had previously owned an off-brand 
400mm f5.6 lens that performed adequately under perfect lighting conditions, and 
poorly the rest of the time.  Before that I was shooting my old Olympus equipment and 
their 300mm f4.5 lens.  While it’s easy to criticize that lens, I had hundred of photos 
published in magazines that were shot by it.  It forced me to shoot as perfectly as I 
could, to get close, use a tripod, and to work an animal with my positioning – because I 
didn’t have a really long lens to reach out for the images. 
 
There is no replacing a long, f4 telephoto lens in wildlife photography.  It is the go-to 
camera lens in nearly all situations.  Bird photography places the largest demands on a 
photographer, and Canon and Nikon have responded with 800mm telephoto lenses. 
While there are ways of circumventing the 400mm, 500mm, or 600mm lens for awhile 
through the use of teleconverters and dx sensored cameras, eventually it is a purchase 
that every wildlife photographer will make.  New telephoto lenses in this range run 
approximately $10,000 dollars, give or take some, and even used lenses can run 
upwards of $4500 dollars.  It is no small purchase and requires a great deal of planning 
to buy one.  Even as a working professional I had to wait for extremely large paydays in 
order to buy some of this very expensive equipment.   
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Birds, like this diminutive male Anna’s Hummingbird, require long telephoto lenses to put the maximum 
number of pixels on the subject – and not have to crop into a picture in order get the same view.  This 
photograph was taken in Morongo Valley, Ca.  Nikon D3s, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 400, 1/500 second at f5.6. 
 
 
In some situations you can get away with images from mid-level and even entry-level 
camera bodies, and smaller consumer grade lenses … some situations.  Let me go 
through some of the features that make professional bodies by Nikon (and Canon for 
others) so important in my wildlife photography experience.      

 
Professional Camera Body Advantages 

 
Vertical grip with command dials  Advanced weather proofing 

Faster speed motor drives  Larger buffer capacity 
More powerful batteries  Better auto-focus capabilities 
Better quality FX sensors  Larger micron sized pixels 

Built-in back focusing controls  Larger size and better fit with your hand 
Greater Menu option controls  Advanced mirrors that reduce shake 

Greater Focus Point control  Improved ISO technology 
100% Viewfinder coverage  Greater accessory options 
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3   Dark to Dark 
 

 
You see a lot of sunrises and sunsets as a wildlife photographer – so I hope getting up in 
the early, dark morning hours isn’t a problem for you.  It’s not that you’ll be shooting 
then, it’s that you have to be on location as the light starts to seep over the far eastern 
horizon and you begin to recognize objects.  Unless you are shooting off your back porch, 
travel time and pre-dawn light has to be figured into your take-off time.   
 
Here in California I have my take-off times memorized for certain locations that I travel 
to often to photograph wildlife.  Those times get earlier during the longer days of 
summer when the sun is rising ridiculously early, and later in the evening as well. 
 
Here is an example:  One of my favorite destinations is Sequoia National Park, and one of 
my favorite spots in Sequoia is the road from the Giant Museum to Crescent Meadows.  
For the sake of this example let’s say the sun is rising at 7am.  I know that my D3s does 
an awesome job at higher ISO settings, so I know I can shoot 30 minutes before sunrise.  
It takes me about fifty minutes to get from my house to the park entrance in Three 
Rivers, Ca – and another 40 minutes (with little traffic) to drive the switchbacks on the 
General’s Highway from the entrance station to the junction at the museum with the 
road to Crescent Meadows.  If it takes me 30 minutes to rise and get on the road – the 
alarm is going off at 4:30am. 
 

 

 

 
This cinnamon coated black bear was photographed along the 
Crescent Meadows road in Sequoia National Park.  It was shot 
with my Nikon D2x, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, with an exposure 
of 1/180 second at f4, on a Bogen tripod.  There were four key 
techniques (3 by me) in getting this image: first, the 500mm 
lens has a tripod collar that allows me to quickly rotate the 
camera and lens to the vertical position without changing the 
tripod head.  Second, I was able to stay in front of the bear as 
he moved along this grassy meadow bordering the pine trees.  
Third, I was able to focus on his eyes by adjusting the focusing 
grid I was using in the camera quickly without looking away 
from the viewfinder.  And fourth, noisy people moving near me 
attracted the bear’s attention so I got a good chin-up look.  
Many times these bears are feeding through a meadow with 
their heads down, moving fairly quickly, and never really put 
themselves (even if you are in the right position) in a position 
for good photos.  I have the light coming through the forest at 
my back and I had a relatively clear, unobstructed shot. 
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It was only moments before sunset when this barn owl came gliding by me, just above the cat-tails, at 
Farmington Bay Wildlife Management Area in Farmington, Utah.  Shot with the D2x body, 500mm lens, ISO 
200, 1/1000 second at f4.  Bogen Tripod. 
 
 
It seems that each animal I’m chasing and each location I’m in – have different times 
when peak action can be expected.  While mornings and late afternoons are traditionally 
the best times – activity can occur at any time.  The eating and travel habits of wildlife 
vary greatly from region to region, and habitat to habitat.  What that really means to us 
photographers is that we better have snacks and drinks in the vehicle because breakfasts 
are rare in the field – even in Yellowstone where there are café’s in all the border towns 
and places to eat at many spots inside the park.   
 
Your time commitment is critical to your success.  When I first started shooting wildlife I 
had trouble getting one morning every week or two to get out in the field – and my lack 
of success was the result.  I got good shots, just not enough of them (and few amazing 
shots that are of publishable quality), and I could tell then I was missing a great deal of 
activity.  Now, decades later and fully committed to shooting multiple times each week, 
my success has dramatically increased.  If I have an off day I will follow up it with trip 
after trip until I begin to get a feeling for the movements and habits of the animals I’m 
attempting to photograph.  I have to conform to them in order to be successful.  Some 
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animals, like bobcats, are morning creatures – but generally not until the sun is up and 
they can warm up and get more active – just like a house cat would. 
 
Your time commitment goes hand-in-hand with your energy commitment.  How much 
energy are you willing to burn in pursuit of your images?  Maybe I should define the term 
energy.  There are always easy animals and birds out there to photograph and when 
you’re out looking enough you find them.  A local hawk nest set on a lower branch (very 
rare), or maybe a backyard songbird nest in an apple tree, or maybe a nearby field that 
seems to always have deer in it.  Those are easy, low energy targets that you can 
practically relax while shooting at … and then there are tough subjects. 
 
Decades ago I made photographing bighorn sheep a big priority during my personal 
safaris to Yellowstone.  There were some locations where I would run into the sheep 
close by the road, such as the cliffs along the Gardiner River between the town of 
Gardiner and Mammoth Hot Springs.   
 

 

 
This large bighorn ram was photographed high on the slopes of Mt Everts on a crisp autumn day.  This is 
a scan from slide film (Kodachrome 64), and shot with my old Nikon F5 film camera and 500mm f4 lens.  
I remember it was a cold, windy, sweaty afternoon hiking the mountain to get to the sheep. 
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Other places in Yellowstone are the Dunraven Pass road near the top of Mt. Washburn, 
and near the bridge over the Yellowstone River just north of Roosevelt Junction.  Finally, 
while travelling the dirt back road between Mammoth Hot Springs and the entry gate 
near Gardiner, I came across a group of folks watching something on a far ridge through 
binoculars.  They kindly pointed out a group of bachelor rams high on the opposing 
ridge on Mt. Everts, at least a thousand feet above the park road.   
 
The next day my buddy, Bryan Sutton, and I climbed to the top of that far ridge and shot 
the photo shown on the previous page.  It took us over an hour to climb the western 
face of the mountain to reach the lower ridge, then another half an hour to reach the 
high ridge that the sheep were on.  My lungs ached, my shoulders were sore from the 
tripod and camera, and my legs felt like rubber.  I had completely sweated through my 
clothes and I was just exhausted.  But the hour we spent shooting those rams was 
magical and many of those images were later published. 
 

 

  
I spent hours running through a large sagebrush meadow trying to stay in position (with the light) to 
photograph this hunting red fox.  Shot with the D2x and 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/640 second at f4, on a 
Bogen tripod.  This shot that made the effort worth it.  He hunted, and I kept shooting. 
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Another film image (1989) scanned to digital. 
Olympus OM-4 body, 300mm f4.5 lens, Bogen 
tripod, Kodachrome 200.  This great gray owl never 
waivered from hunting as we photographed him 
near Indian Creek in Yellowstone NP. 
 

I prefer to shoot in snow rather than in rain, but this 
cottontail rabbit was an irresistible subject as it 
endured the rain in Pinnacles NP.  Nikon D3x body, 
500mm f4 lens, ISO 1600, f5.6 at 1/340 second, on a 
window rest from inside my vehicle. 

 
It’s not easy, but burn the energy to go out in bad weather and you will be rewarded.  Go 
to locations where you’ve seen wildlife before and look for them, they are there.  Protect 
your camera equipment with lens coats or rain shields.  As always, drive slowly, pull off 
the road and let faster traffic pass, and shoot with a friend or colleague for safety and to 
share the experience.  I think bad weather wildlife images have some of the greatest 
impact and show the animal’s relationship to the elements.  It’s the complete picture of 
survival for that animal or bird. 
 
The days are long when you’re out chasing wildlife.  Unlike other types of photography 
there can be stretches of long hours driving roads or sitting in blinds with few breaks.  
There have been trips when my safaris have gone dark-to-dark and I’m completely 
exhausted at the end of the day.   
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4   Own Your Backyard 
 
 

I have pretty strong feelings about this idea of owning your own backyard.  While it’s 
great to travel the world, or at least the western United States shooting wildlife 
images, if you aren’t the best (or at least working towards being the best) wildlife 
photographer in your own neighborhood, or town, or county, you have a lot of work 
to do.  You have more time and more opportunities to shoot local subjects than you 
will ever have traveling more than three hours away to shoot.  These close subjects 
give you a chance to hone your skills, develop your photographic style, become 
competent with your equipment and sell your images in the local market. 
 

 

 
Another of the first digital images I took (D-00184) in 
2004 with the Nikon D70.  I used a 500mm f4 lens 
and 1/1250 second at f4 at ISO 200, Bogen tripod.  I 
literally took this in my neighbor’s backyard in 
Providence, Utah.  When I lived in St. George, Utah I 
shot desert songbirds, desert bighorn, lizards, and 
great horned owls.  They appeared in St. George 
Magazine and other regional magazines.  When I 
lived in northern Utah I really concentrated on elk 
and mule deer because there were so many local 
hunters.  My photos appeared in local papers during 
the deer hunt, and in regional magazines like BUGLE 
Magazine and Montana Magazine.  When I moved to 
California, no longer close to big mule deer and elk 
populations, I started shooting more ducks, 
songbirds, hawks, and local bobcats.  I do seminars to 
different groups, including Audubon groups, and they 
love these birding images and more folks sign up for 
safaris. My most recent published image (10/2013) is 
a kit fox in California’s Watchable Wildlife Magazine.  
In each of these three areas my photography has 
centered on the local wildlife, and on the local 
magazines and newspapers. 

 

While subjects might seem scarce in some locations, they are there for the photography 
if you can only find out about them.  Hunting and fishing groups, farmers and ranchers, 
the local Audubon Society, and even the state Division of Wildlife Resources can all be 
sources of information about locations in which you could go looking.  Watch for images 
posted online that are local, newspaper stories or photos during hunting season, and of 
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course, the local barbershop is a hotbed of old timers who know everything and 
everywhere to find them.  Look for local nature groups who meet at the public library, 
local photo clubs, etc. 
 

 

 
A family portrait of Desert Bighorn Sheep on the ‘roof’ in Zion National Park.  This early November image 
caught the rams and ewes just as the rut was beginning; during the rest of the year they don’t hang out 
together.  Nikon D2x, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/640 at f8, -1/3 eV, Bogen tripod. 
 
 
Your local market should be your strongest sales area, the place you sell, display, and 
become known for shooting great local wildlife images.  It takes time, it takes effort and 
energy, and it takes determination to penetrate the market.  There are always local 
wildlife photographers – folks who take a few images here and there – but who aren’t 
dedicated like you are.  They are fair weather photographers; success requires that we 
do more than that. 
 
You don’t have to be a working professional photographer to benefit from the attitude 
you should take into the field with you.  Whether wildlife photography is your hobby, or 
a creative outlet, or a business goal – the attitude you take into the field, the sacrifices of 
both time and energy (shooting dark-to-dark), and your push into your local market all 
have to be done with determination in order for you to succeed.   
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Bent-stem Mariposa Lily.  When I lived in southern 
Utah’s largest town of St. George, this was a cover 
image for the local magazine.  Covers like this get a 
lot of notoriety.  OM-4 body, Vivitar 100mm macro 
lens, Kodachrome 64 film. 

Gambel’s Quail.  Another image St. George 
Magazine.  The editor at the time, Lyman Hafen, 
wanted to do a wildlife image in each issue – and I 
was more than happy to contribute.  OM-4 body, 
300mm f4.5 lens, Kodachrome 64 film. 
 

 
When I lived in St. George, Utah I thought it was important to know every local, state, 
and national park and monument in the area.  A well know vacation destination, 
southern Utah is a maze of mixed habitat zones, from desert to forests, lands controlled 
by Washington County, the State of Utah, the Park Service, the Forest Service, and the 
BLM.  I went into most of those local offices (at one time or another) looking for advice 
and tips on wildlife locations – sometimes I got them and sometimes I didn’t – but I tried. 
 
Later, when I lived in the town of Providence in Cache Valley, in northern Utah, I did the 
same thing - approaching the local newspaper and magazines with photography. I 
learned the back roads and mountains and began to build a stock library of wildlife 
images that was tailored to northern Utah.  Another bonus was that most people in 
northern Utah identified with not only the national parks of the state, but also with 
Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks a few hours north in Wyoming.  As I become 
more known I received hundreds of tips about wildlife and locations that led to some of 
the best photography I have ever done. 
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Photographed in Zion NP, this mule deer buck was 
shot against a stormy sky and the image ran on the 
cover of this northern Utah hunting guide.  OM-4 
body, 300mm f4.5 lens, Kodachrome 200 film. 

While BUGLE Magazine is a regional publication of 
the RMEF in Missoula, Montana – the rocky 
mountain states are full of elk hunters.  OM-4 body, 
300mm f4.5 lens, Kodachrome 64 film. 
 

 
Being only 240 miles from the West Yellowstone entrance gate into Yellowstone National 
Park put the park in my backyard, and in my cross hairs.  I could get up and leave at 3am 
and enter the park at sunrise, ready to shoot.   Yellowstone is a complete ecosystem 
(especially after the reintroduction of the gray wolf in the winter of 1995-96) and has 
animals I could photograph no where else.  These animals, like grizzlies and wolves, 
either live, or previously lived throughout the western United States - and Yellowstone 
still had populations of them to photograph.   
 
My first visit with a camera was in 1983, thirty years ago as I sit and write this.  I have 
shot the park every year, and in the 1990’s I was there dozens of times per year. I did 
some quick math not long ago and figured I’ve shot Yellowstone 700 days.  I pushed 
myself to learn the park and its characteristics, to study the behavior patterns of the 
animals, discover how the weather changed animal movements, and acquire woodcraft 
tactics that refined my abilities to photograph these animals under all conditions.  
Yellowstone became my classroom for learning wildlife photography. 
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5   Tactics 
 

Field tactics for photographing wildlife vary like the vehicles photographer’s drive; some 
like vehicles that are powerful brutes, other’s like sleek and comfort – what I like is 
something that works – and wildlife tactics have to work.  Back in the mid 1980’s I bought 
two books that helped frame my first trips into the field, teaching me tactics, equipment, 
and basic wildlife woodcraft.  They were Leonard Lee Rue III’s book “How I Photograph 
Wildlife and Nature” and John Shaw’s book “The Nature Photographer’s Complete Guide 
to Professional Field Techniques”.  I read, and then reread, every word trying to 
synthesize those concepts into something I could apply in my photography.  
 
The first time I met Lenny Rue was in the fall in a meadow at the south end of Swan Flats 
as we both waited for a bugling bull elk to emerge from the forest.  While others were 
giving the famous photographer space I walked up and introduced myself.  I mentioned 
how much his book had taught me about nature photography, to which he replied “I wish 
I had never written that book, it created lots competitors for me!”  Yup.  Another year we 
were photographing wolves and grizzlies intermingling near a bison carcass not far from 
the previous meadow.  He recognized me but couldn’t remember my name.  Another 
time shooting bighorn rams near the Golden Gate outside of Mammoth Hot Springs he 
identified me as the guy that had shot wolves with him the previous spring.  Yup, that 
was me.   
 
 

 
Brent Paull and Lenny Rue III 

The last time I shot with Lenny was in 2005 at a coyote den near the 
Blacktail Plateau dirt road in Yellowstone.  My son Ryan and I and began 
our search for wildlife before dawn in early June, on a brisk morning.  
After parking we walked up to a group of photographers shooting the 
den site, and I noticed Lenny off to one side again.  We walked up and 
shook hands; again he recognized me but didn’t remember my name.  
After a minute of small talk he slipped off his glove and we shook hands 
again.  I said “I hope to see you in the park again, Lenny.”  Underneath 
those deep wrinkles and a head and beard of gray hair he smiled and said 
“I hope you see me again too!”  A firm grasp and a twinkle in his eye told 
me the joke was about his advancing age and mortality; later that day I 
saw his Suburban with New Jersey plates drive by – the last time I saw 
Lenny.  Ryan started calling him “Cockadoodle Rue” for how early in the 
morning we had run across him that day.  Thanks Lenny, thanks for the 
book, all the great images, the example you set as a photographer, and 
those few brief opportunities you took the time to talk to me in 
Yellowstone National Park.   
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Knowledge of your wildlife subjects is your greatest advantage as a wildlife 
photographer.  In this day of unlimited information on the web, where you can search up 
current and detailed information about every creature that crawls, walks, swims, or flies 
on this planet, knowing your subject is right at your fingertips.  With minimal effort you 
can find the range of an animal, the terrain it thrives in, when it hunts, what it hunts, how 
large a range it has, when it mates, when it has young, and numerous other tidbits of 
information that give you an advantage in the field.  There are hundreds of websites that 
broadcast the most recent sightings and photos in their area, or about the species they 
follow closely, like gray wolves or grizzly bears.  This knowledge is your foundation upon 
which to build your wildlife photography skills. 
 
 

 
Photographed in Yosemite National Park, in Yosemite Valley on a warmer than normal winter day in 
January, this large gray male bobcat moved slowly into a meadow to hunt voles.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm 
f4 lens, ISO 1600, 1/250 second at f4, +.5 eV, Bogen tripod. 
 
 
Here in California bobcats can be found frequently in oak woodlands that serve as a 
transition zones between the valleys and the mountains.  Oak woodland habitats are rich 
in bird species, and small rodents, particularly California Ground Squirrels – a favorite 
meal for bobcats.  While I do see bobcats at the break of dawn, I shoot more images 
between 9am and 11am, after the cats have warmed up and are traveling to hunt.  And I 
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see them most often from late October to March, when rains begin to green up the hills 
and the grass grows longer, giving the cats some cover in their squirrel hunts.  Every time 
I go in the field I see something new that adds to my knowledge of photographing these 
cats.  When I tell people I regularly see 80+ bobcats in a year they look at me like I’m 
crazy.  With the knowledge that you have gathered online, there are some considerations 
before stepping foot in the field.   Photographers need to remember there is a line, called 
the fight-or-flight distance, we can’t cross and still be successful.  That distance is closer 
in national parks because animals are use to vehicles and tourists and don’t regard them 
as predators.  But outside of parks that distance is much greater.  Where animals are 
hunted they have a healthy respect for people, who are predators, and fear anybody 
getting close, pushing photographers farther away.  But there are some things we can do 
to limit our effect on wildlife. 
 

1. Be quiet as you approach an animal.  If you have to talk, 
whisper.  Turn your music off and don’t smoke or eat. 
 

2. If it’s possible, shoot from inside your car.  Don’t turn the 
engine off – animals are use to the drone of engines and don’t 
fear that noise.  Don’t move around in the vehicle and don’t 
extend your arms or hands outside.  Leave the window down all 
the way and don’t use the power window to go up and down. 
 

3. Dress in neutral tones, nothing bright or flashy.  Clothes should 
be made of soft, quiet material and not nylon-type materials 
that make sounds when they rub together.  Boots should be 
noise absorbing and not loud. 
 

4. Move slowly in your approach.  I follow Lenny’s advice to walk, 
then shoot, then walk, then shoot.  I call it my ten-step rule.  
Take ten small steps then stop and shoot.  Repeat until you are 
where you feel any closer approach might push the animal. 
 

5. If practical, especially for birds who will visit a favorite perch 
regularly, or deer who favor your apple trees, erect a portable 
blind in a optimal spot (considering the light angles) and leave it 
out there when you are not in it – letting the animals grow 
accustomed to it. 
 

6. Watch the body language of the bird or animal and move back 
if they seem agitated.  Head bobbing, stiff legged walking, 
staring, raised hackles, or growls are all signs you are too close.  
Some parks, like Yellowstone, have a 100 yard limit on close 
approaches to bears and wolves, and carcasses. 
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7. By learning the patterns of activity for wildlife you can avoid 
scaring them from rest, nesting, or den areas with young.  
Those areas, once found, must be carefully approached so as 
not to endanger your subjects or their young. 
 

8. Don’t pursue animals that have begun to retreat or open the 
distance between you and them.  They have had enough, and 
any further pursuit will only spook them further.  You never 
know when they might reverse direction and return. 
 

9. Shooting in short, controlled bursts reduce both the chance of 
blinks and the results of motor drive vibration.  Most modern 
digital cameras buffer the mirror return during motor driven 
sequences. 
 

10. Keep notes about your experiences – what worked and what 
didn’t work – so that you can review them and improve your 
technique.  I keep a shooting log of my activities. 
 

 

 

  
I’m getting an evil stare from this Pyrrhuloxia as I sit 
in a permanent birding blind at my friend Butch 
Ramirez’s Rocking R6 photography ranch near 
Laredo, TX.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 
200, 1/90 second at f4, Bogen tripod.   

A male Burrowing Owl stalks me in my vehicle as I 
photograph him near Earlimart, CA.  Nikon D3s, 
500mm f4 lens, ISO 560, 1/2000 second at f4.  I 
was using a bird call to get his attention, which it 
most definitely did. 
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When I’m traveling in large areas, such as national parks, the coastline, or in rolling 
mountains I’m using my vehicle.  I am not going to hike into any area where I haven’t 
seen wildlife previously.  Hiking restricts you to viewing a very small slice of the 
landscape over an extended time.  Driving allows you to travel a hundred times further to 
view a larger slice of the landscape many times during that same time period.  Since even 
hunted animals are somewhat oblivious to vehicles, this form of scouting for wildlife 
offers the highest degree of success. 
 
Large telephoto lenses are heavy, and the tripod to shoot them from is heavy – so the 
chance of me hiking more than a couple of miles with them is low.  That much weight, 
plus the needed water, food, and even other camera equipment are just not conducive 
to long hikes.  When I’m searching for wildlife it’s from my vehicle first.  While Utah has 
huge tracks of public lands, California does not.  Private land and fences shut us out of 
much of the hills and mountains where we would like to go, so driving on the available 
roads is just a fact of life.   
 
 

 
This bald eagle fly-by was photographed at Farmington Bay WMA in Utah.  I stayed in my vehicle and he 
floated right by in dim morning light, giving me a great opportunity to photograph him.  Nikon D2x, 500mm 
f4 lens, ISO 280, 1/250 second at f4.  Leaving the vehicle would have pushed the eagles farther away. 
 
 
Another important attribute to have is patience.  Not every bald eagle fly-by results in 
great images, sometimes just blurry images.  It’s hard to keep the focusing grid on their 
heads, keep them center framed (you can crop the image for effect later, like I did with 
the image above), and pan successfully during the burst of images.  Experiences like this 
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will make the next opportunity more successful.  Patience is an obvious virtue for just 
about everything in life, but it is critical in wildlife photography. 
 
The kind of patience I’m referring to is not the type where you sit and wait.  To be honest 
I don’t do a lot of that, I prefer to chase because while I might miss one subject by not 
waiting in one spot for hours, a dozen others might wander by on a different stretch of 
road.  I’m talking about the kind of patience it takes to keep looking, not just for a day, 
but maybe for a year or more, maybe for a lifetime.  When I know there is a population 
of animals in a certain area I will return again and again, at every opportunity, early 
morning and late in the afternoon, good weather and bad, looking for that moment 
when the stars align and I’m in the perfect position to shoot the perfect animal.  It 
doesn’t happen often, but it does happen – and it’s that moment that keeps us all out in 
the field shooting, chasing. 
 
 

 
This red fox ran me ragged as he hunted through this meadow and among bushes and rocks – but I hung 
with him, constantly moving for better position with the sun, until I got this action image of him leaping off 
this rock and capturing a mouse.  I’ve shot many red foxes over the years but few where all the elements of 
a great image (action, light, color, and subject) came together like this. Shot with a Nikon D3s body, 500mm 
f4 lens, ISO 400, 1/500 second at f8, Bogen tripod.   
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Patience also requires us to stick with a good animal even when it isn’t providing good 
photo opportunities.  The operative word is “good animal”.  On my photo safaris I am 
notorious for passing by fair animals and not stopping to shoot.  If the animal is hard to 
find I will stop, but to stop for an immature bull elk in Yellowstone, where the park is full 
of mature bulls, would be a poor use of the limited hours of light.  You have to know elk 
to separate the good bulls from the average ones – mature bulls have 6 points or more 
on each side of their rack, immature bulls don’t.  Simple. 
 
 

  
I followed this large 7x7 bull through pre-dawn light 
for almost an hour and was rewarded with this 
image of him crossing the Gibbon River in 
Yellowstone.  Nikon F5 body, 500mm f4, Provia 100 
film, Bogen Tripod. 

Another elk image that ran on the cover of BUGLE 
Magazine.  Waiting patiently, the big bull finally did 
something interesting near Mammoth Hot Springs 
in Yellowstone.  Olympus OM-4, 300mm f4.5 lens, 
Kodachrome 200 film. 

 
 
Patience also comes into play when I have a good animal that I’m shooting like crazy, and 
I begin buffering out the camera, shooting more images than it can process and causing it 
to stop shooting.  My blood runs cold when I miss an important moment while waiting 
for the camera to catch up to me.  I just have to keep my finger off the trigger.  My old 
D2x body would buffer fairly quickly, after just 14 full-sized raw files, and then take about 
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a second an image to clear.  The newer D3s can shoot many more images before 
buffering, but I still get excited and overshoot.  My current back-up camera, the D7100, 
has a tiny buffer and locks up after 6-7 full sized raw files, though it does process them 
much faster and gets me shooting sooner.  It takes patience to wait for the moment, to 
wait for the right action or look, before flooring the shutter-release and ripping off a 
string of images. 
 
Another important field tactic is focusing on the eyes and shooting at eye level to your 
subject.  Depending on the type of wildlife you are photographing this maybe impossible, 
but it is a goal.  If your subject has eyes, that is always the point-of-focus. Shooting at eye 
level gives implied respect to your subject, just as it does in human portraiture.  Looking 
down makes the subject inferior to the photographer, looking up just the opposite.  
These two simple things you can add impact to your photographs. 
 

 

 
This eye level shot of the male California Quail in spring flowers was made possible by an elevated field, 
and a slightly lower position for my vehicle on the dirt road.  The long telephoto lens adds to a feeling of 
compression that is apparent.  The image has great bokeh, or out-of-focus blur, with smooth foreground 
and background transitions.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/350 at f8.  This image was taken 
near Pyramid Lake, just off the I-5 in northern Los Angeles County, CA. 
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The idea of personal perspective into the world of wildlife moves this type of 
photography to a higher level than just portraiture – a level where we can see, feel, 
touch, and maybe even hear the daily struggle for life.  To shoot at eye level can be a 
physical challenge for us, it means we have to get down on the ground, in the weeds, in 
the dirt, on our knees or stomachs – you get dirty. 
 
 

  
A gopher snake slithers across a patch of rocky dirt 
road near the Toroweap section of Grand Canyon 
NP. I’m on my stomach in the road to get this eye 
level portrait.  Nikon D2x, 105mm F2.8 macro lens, 
ISO 100, 1/250 at f13, handheld. 

Sipping nectar, this Purplish Copper butterfly poses 
for me on a summer day in Island Park, ID.  I was 
constantly up and down working the butterflies in 
the low flowers.  Shot with a 60mm f2.8 macro lens, 
ISO 400, 1/750 at f8, handheld. 
 

 
There are a couple of handy support tools we can use to make this easier.  First, buy a 
good pair of knee pads.  Gardening knee pads are the cheapest; plumber’s knee pads are 
probably the best when it comes to kneeling in dirt, cactus, weeds, or anything you don’t 
want to be covering you quickly.  Second, light shooting gloves (lots of glove makers, but I 
like Lowepro and some Under Armor designs I bought at Cabela’s) keep your hands 
protected when the weather is cold, or when you are in rocks, shrubs, or have your 
hands on your tripod as you carry it on your shoulder.  Aluminum tripod legs act like a 
heat sink, drawing warmth out of your hands and numbing them quickly.  A third great 
support tool is a good set of boots.  I won’t shoot in tennis shoes, loafers, or below ankle 
walking shoes - even if I think I won’t be leaving my car.  I have a pair of light, rubber 
soled boots (Bass boots) for normal weather conditions and wearing in the car, another 
pair of heavier boots for inclement weather and cold (waterproof Gore-Tex Danner 
boots), and a pair of heavy duty insulated snow boots for extreme conditions (Sorel 
boots).  Lastly, my fourth suggestion is to own a good hat.  A wide brim, soft hat to 
protect you from the sun and keep the rain off your face and head.  I’m terrible about 
just going to my favorite baseball hat (from Gettysburg NP) and wearing it, even though 
it doesn’t really do the job.  The hat I’m wearing on page 18 was the most comfortable 
and lasted the longest. 
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One of the great advantages to shooting outside the car is our ability to reposition 
ourselves to take advantage of the light.  You might be thinking “Of Course!”, but 
changing your initial position once you have started shooting, and maybe where others 
are still shooting, seems to be difficult for some to do.  There is always some implied 
pressure to remain with the group, but that group mentality can be destructive to your 
imaging possibilities. 
 
When you first start shooting a wildlife subject you are almost never in the right position 
in terms of light, animal direction, anticipated action, etc.  Your shooting position needs 
to evolve after you get your initial images.  This evolution of your shooting position is 
absolutely a must, regardless of where other photographers are.  I never feel bound to 
stay on a road, or trail, or to shoot with a group if I can clearly see a better spot to shoot 
from, I move in that direction – and if I’m doing a safari I bring my group with me. 
 
 

 

This old boar grizzly was coming down off a 
hillside, slightly angling towards the road near Ice 
Box Canyon, in Yellowstone NP.  He was moving 
along steadily, not stopping to dig or sniff the air, 
and didn’t seem to mind the photographers below 
on the road, paralleling him.  I tried to move my 
group down the road to get ahead of the bear but 
they stayed in the closer position and kept 
shooting.  When the bear suddenly turned 
downhill towards the road he cut my group off 
behind him, while I was farther down the road and 
ahead.  While they were taking butt shots I got 
these kinds of images because I anticipated the 
direction of the bear and moved to be in the right 
position.  I’m safely standing on the road for this 
image, about a half mile away from my parked 
vehicle, and standing near another vehicle that 
had pulled over to watch the bear.  He was a docile 
bear and showed no signs of stress, walking past 
vehicle after vehicle with barely a look, and 
eventually he just walked by me.  Nikon D70 body, 
500mm f4 lens, ISO 400, 1/250 second at f4, using 
a Bogen Tripod. 

 
 
There are no hard and fast rules about positioning yourself.  I’ve shot plenty of back lit 
animals that I should have moved to a better spot for, controlling my position and the 
angle of the sun, but didn’t.  After those initial images I look around, check the light, the 
animal’s movement, the terrain, and move to the best position available - and safe. 
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Moving slowly towards the Madison River at sunrise, in Yellowstone NP, this large bull elk gave me the 
opportunity to decide how to shoot him.  Many photographers were moving to my left trying to get the 
sun at their backs, but I could see that with the mist rising from the river the silhouette shot would be a 
more dramatic image.  I moved to the right to shoot directly into the sun and captured this image.  Shot 
with a Nikon D3s, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 800, 1/2000 at f8, -.5 eV, Bogen tripod. 
 
 
There are hundreds of different tactics that can be applied to different animals – many 
of them only learned through experience.  Never climb above bighorn sheep to 
photograph them, never crouch down while shooting big-game animals that have seen 
you, make a kissing sound with your lips to get a coyote or fox to perk his ears – or an 
owl to look in your direction, look for bobcats close to the road and not on distant 
hillsides, even your worst turkey gobble will get wild gobblers to return it … and the list 
goes on and on. 
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6   Yellowstone the Magnificent 
 
 

What can I say about America’s oldest national park that hasn’t been said?  It is a 
mecca for wildlife photography unmatched in the North America for the variety of 
species that still exist in a complete ecosystem.  Gray wolves were hunted out of 
existence inside the park, but reintroduced during the winter of 1995-96.  I was there 
shooting that winter and saw those initial packs of wolves running through the snow 
on the rolling hills surrounding the Lamar Valley – one pack on the north side going 
west, one on the south side going east.  It was spectacular.  Other animals have had 
their populations reduced but not extirpated, like the mountain lion – which I saw in 
the winter of 2003 resting on an elk cow it had killed about 400 yards off the road, 
near the Hellroaring Overlook.  Populations of beaver, red fox, river otters, mule deer, 
bighorn sheep, trumpeter swans, bald eagles, and great gray owls seem to fluctuate 
decade to decade, while other critters like bison, black bears, coyotes, badgers, 
pronghorn antelope, and elk seem to remain pretty constant.  The population of 
grizzlies has noticeably increased since the bleak days of the mid 1980’s when their 
numbers had dwindled to a couple of hundred.  Today I see and photograph grizzlies 
nearly every day in the park, their population vastly larger. 
 
 

 
One of my favorite images of the famous “Quad” grizzly cubs in the spring of 2010.  The sow brought the 
cubs onto Swan Flats to hunt and dig for food, and they became well acquainted with me and my safari 
group.  This image was taken with my Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/500 second at f4, -.5 
eV, with a Bogen tripod.  The sow is to camera right, and the cubs are watching her stop traffic. 
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Yellowstone is 2.2 million acres of gorgeous country, high country, surrounded by the 
Gallatin and Beartooth Mountains to the north, the Absaroka Mountains to the east, and 
the Tetons to the south – with some internal mountains like the Washburn Range and 
Red Mountain.  Eagle Peak in the Absaroka’s is the park’s highest peak at 11,358 feet.  
I’ve divided the park up into different geographic zones based on the entrances so the 
reader can follow the locations I’m writing about. 
 

 
 
Inserting this map and looking at the road system again, remembering just some of the 
great experiences I’ve had here makes me want to be in the park right now, not 
tomorrow.  Let’s begin in the Madison River Valley, which stretches from the West 
Yellowstone entrance station (1) west to Madison Junction.  The wide and generally slow 
moving Madison River, one of the three main tributaries of the Missouri River, has 
eroded this valley that runs due east, branching off eventually into its headwater rivers: 
the Gibbon and Firehole.  The valley is home to a large population of elk, bison, coyotes, 
and osprey – along with a few river otters, bald eagles, and black bears.  I’ve never seen a 
grizzly or wolf in the Madison River Valley – though they may be occasional visitors.  I’ve 
spent many a crisp fall morning photographing the dominant harem bull elk in the valley 
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as he carefully defends and protects his cows from satellite bulls.  A mist rises up from 
the Madison in the morning and with the sun rising in the east shining directly down the 
valley, those first rays of light create ethereal shapes of elk moving near the river.  The 
guttural sounds of bugling elk bounce off the towering rock walls.  It’s magic to a big 
game photographer like me. 
 
 

 
A cow elk ventures across the Madison during the first few moments of sunrise.  Nikon D3s, 500mm f4 
lens, ISO 1600, 1/1000 second at f8, processed to silhouette the cow. 
 
 
These moments of rising mist and sharply defined light make this valley a destination 
during the autumn elk rut.  But other creatures, great and small of feather and fur, 
inhabit the valley during all seasons.  One of my favorite creatures to photograph is the 
river otters that frequent this stretch of river, hunting for trout and mottled sculpin.  
Competing with the otters are the fly fisherman who also frequent this stretch of river 
with their long rods and graceful casts, and the amazing flying fisherman: the bald eagles 
and osprey.  Large branch nests of these hunting birds dot the valley’s ridges, high atop 
the pines that give majestic views of the river.  There have been many times that I was 
concentrating on photographing elk or otters only to have a eagle or osprey do a fly-by so 
close that it made me jump.  They are not very tolerant of a close approach and most of 
my images are more distant, but I have caught them hunting and hovering. 
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A fast moving river otter swallows a mottled sculpin 
in the Madison River.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 
lens, ISO 200, 1/250 at f8, Bogen tripod. 
 

A river otter poses for a classic portrait on an 
overcast rainy morning along the Madison River.  
Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 400, 1/200 at 
f4, Bogen tripod. 
 

 
 

 

An osprey leaps off a pine branch as it begins a hunt 
along the Madison River.  Unless you can find a 
stretch of water where they continually fish, being 
in the right position to photograph them grabbing a 
fish is a difficult feet to accomplish.  This particular 
osprey had just delivered a fish to its nestlings when 
I saw it.  It didn’t hang around very long before 
beginning the hunt again, moments after this the 
other adult arrived at the nest with a fish, which I 
missed.   Shot with a Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 
lens, ISO 100, 1/1000 second at f4, Bogen tripod.   
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Going north from Madison Junction, towards Norris Junctions, you pass through many 
large meadows – one of which is Elk Park.  This is another traditional spot for autumn elk 
activity during the rut.  Cruising north of Norris Junction brings you into some of the best 
grizzly country in the entire park.  South and North Twin Lakes, Mud Mountain, the 
Indian Creek area, and Swan Flats.  I’ve photographed many wolves and grizzlies all the 
way north to Mammoth Hot Springs, near the Gardiner entrance (3) to the park.  This 
area also has a large autumn elk population, and between Mammoth Hot Springs and the 
Gardiner entrance (about 5 miles) are a band of bighorn sheep that come down to water 
in the Gardiner River at regular intervals.   
 
 

 
Shot just south of South Twin Lake, this image captures a black wolf with a large piece of elk in its jaws 
from a recent kill.  Another wolf is partially out of frame left, while a wolf puppy is in the grass eating just 
to the right of the black wolf.  This was another rainy, overcast day – but it was a moment I wouldn’t miss.  
Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 320, 1/125 at f4, Bogen tripod. 
 
 
From the Twin Lakes the road winds along north until reaching Willow Flats, Indian Creek 
(and its usually closed campground), Sheepeater Cliffs, and then on into Swan Flats.  The 
flats are one of the park’s top wildlife destinations.  While I could recite hundreds of 
wildlife encounter stories, there are some points to be made first.  First, like the Madison 
River Valley, Swan Flats is a pre-dawn destination – you go there and drive the roads 
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again and again – looking and waiting, photographing the animals that cross your path.  
Second, it can be active at any time of day, especially in the spring.  And third, during the 
fall elk rut the southern areas of Swan Flats are traditional elk bugling grounds, especially 
active before sunset. 
 
 

 
Taken more than 30 minutes before sunrise on Swan Flats, members of the Canyon Wolf Pack cross the 
flats headed east, and luckily towards me.  Shot at an incredible 9000 ISO, Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, 
1/250 second at f4, +.5 eV, window rest – this image required careful noise reduction and contrast control. 
 
 
Swan Flats is so close to the park headquarters at Mammoth Hot Springs that it just 
doesn’t feel like it should be such a wildlife haven.  Traffic through this area is always 
fairly busy, with lots of RV’s and buses, especially in the spring when wildlife is most 
active.  It is a major viewing area for tourists with spotting scopes. At Mammoth Hot 
Springs the road continues north to the Gardiner entrance, and the town of Gardiner, 
Montana.  This brief stretch of road is a prime location for birthing elk in the spring, and 
bighorn sheep year-round.  Bighorn sheep birth in the cliffs along the Gardiner River, a 
place with some protection from predators and close access to food and water.  
However, I’ve seen black bears, wolves, coyotes, red fox, and golden eagles hunting in 
the area. 
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I took this photo just above the road (like 20 feet or so) in the canyon, just a mile from the Gardiner 
entrance station.  Here, a bighorn ewe has been assigned babysitting duties as other ewes in the herd drop 
down, cross the road, and water in the Gardiner River.  These seven lambs were obedient to the ewe, 
standing close-by and following her carefully.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 800, 1/180 second at f4, 
+.5 eV, Bogen tripod. 
 
 
Back in Mammoth Hot Springs at the intersection, the road turns east and travels out to 
Roosevelt Junction, just 2 miles from Tower.  This road is open to vehicles all the way 
east to Cooke City in the winter, where the road over the Beartooth Pass is closed.  
Again, the rolling sagebrush hillsides you drive by as you leave Mammoth are more great 
areas that elk use to birth their calves in late May and early June.  The road travels past 
lava and rock fields, with broad meadows and shallow lakes, before climbing to the 
Hellroaring overlook, past Floating Island Lake, then down to the Petrified Tree road and 
on to Roosevelt Junction.  In the past this has been an excellent area to photograph 
coyotes, black bears, elk, moose, and the occasional grizzly or wolf. 
 
I saw my first red fox along this stretch of road, and my first black bear sow with two cubs 
way back in 1983.  Once, sometime back in the early ‘90’s I was hiking down below the 
Grand Loop road a couple of hundred yards and I found my first bear den.  Near the 
Blacktail Pond I photographed my first mousing coyote, and nearly stepped on my first 
Blue Grouse.  This section of road holds many fond memories for me.  In the winter time 
the hillside just north of the Lava Creek picnic area usually has a number of bull elk on 
their wintering grounds.  I chased my first weasel down the road a few miles, and saw my 
first badger on a hillside near the Blacktail Plateau dirt road. Still farther east at Floating 
Island Lake I photographed my first swimming black bear. 
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The new grass of late May provides a colorful backdrop for this early morning shot of a red fox near the 
Roosevelt Junction intersection.  He is only beginning to shed his thick winter coat.  Nikon D2x body, 
500mm f4 lens, ISO 280, 1/750 second at f5.6, Bogen tripod. 
 
 
 

  
This is the large, famous, aggressive bull elk #10 on 
winter habitat during a light snow fall – I removed 
his ear tag.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 
200, 1/640 second at f8, Bogen tripod. 
 

Yearling bison crashing through the deep snow as it 
runs to regain the herd.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 
lens, ISO 200, 1/320 second at f8, +.5 eV, Bogen 
tripod. 
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Swimming in Floating Island Lake on a warm spring day, this black bear does a head flip to get the water 
out of its face.  This area of Yellowstone is known for its large black bear population.  Nikon D3s body, 
500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/1600 second at f4, Bogen tripod. 
 
 
It is 29 miles from Roosevelt Junction near Tower to the Northeast Entrance, and the 
towns of Silver Gate and Cooke City.  These 29 miles pass through Little America, 
Lamar Canyon, Lamar Valley, the Soda Butte River, and Round Prairie and contain 
some of the wildest country in the continental United States.  Many have come to call 
Lamar Valley the Serengeti of North America.  Huge herds of bison roam through the 
valley’s river bottom land, while every type of predator in the park passes through 
these meadows.   
 
Less than a mile east of Roosevelt Junction is the Yellowstone Picnic site, just over the 
bridge that crosses the Yellowstone River.  There have been run-ins between foxes and 
badgers, bighorn sheep that had wandered up from the bluffs along the river, black 
and grizzly bears, mule deer, grouse, and songbirds.  This area is the beginning of the 
area known as Little America.  The wolf watcher’s have every pull-out named and call 
out on radios when there is visual activity – the wolves passing back and forth from 
Specimen Ridge to the south, and the mountains to the north. 
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A badger mother pauses with its captured Uintah Ground Squirrel before entering its den and feeding 
it’s young.  There were a few seconds of mayhem in the den, followed by the young badgers coming out 
covered in blood.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/1000 second at f4, Bogen Tripod. 
 
 
The valley floor here is a patchwork of ponds and granite boulders, a maze that the 
animals navigate daily as they cross between hunting grounds, grazing meadows, and 
den sites.  This area is active with many species including badgers, wolves, bears, 
pronghorn, bison, coyotes, and red fox.  The ponds provide resting stops for ducks, 
geese, and Sandhill cranes.  Around 1995 I was in Little America driving towards Lamar 
Valley when I spotted a strangely colored bird.  It was a large wading bird working the 
edge of one of the ponds not far off the road.  As I attempted a closer approach the 
bird flew off, heading towards Slough Creek and the ponds there.  Later, when I got an 
Audubon Birding Guide in front of me, I realized that the bird was an endangered 
Whooping Crane.  
 
Farther down the road a new bridge crossing the Lamar River has been built and 
fishing activity by river otters and osprey increases.  A short distance farther a dirt road 
at Slough Creek leads to a small campground and trailhead that is popular with hikers 
and fisherman. 
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Mountain Bluebirds prepare their nest in an aspen in the Little America section of Yellowstone.  These 
colorful birds are ardent defenders of their nest, having short confrontations with tree swallows and 
Richardson’s Sapsuckers while I was standing their photographing them.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, 
ISO 1600, 1/2500 second at f4, +.33 eV, Indura tripod. 
 
 
Continuing east you drive through Lamar Canyon and enter the west end of Lamar Valley.  
The mountains open up into a broad valley generally full of bison.  The Lamar River snakes 
along the south side of the valley while the road is on the north side.  The size of the valley 
inhibits wildlife photography to some degree.  You see lots of animals out there in the 
valley; unfortunately they are way out there – great for spotting scopes but awful for 
photographers.  With that said, animals are continually moving across the valley, hunting, 
feeding, or just moving from spot to spot.  In the winter time herds of elk and bison live on 
the valley floor amidst the predators hunting them. 
 
At the east end of the valley the road turns sharply northeast, passes Soda Butte, and 
enters the Soda Butte Creek Valley, passing Round Prairie and Pebble Creek, and enters 
tight canyons as it follows the creek all the way out of the park at the northeast entrance 
(#4 on the map).  These names fill me with memories of wildlife encounters from my first 
trips into the park until today.  Every curve and twist of the road brings to mind different 
adventures, different animals, but always the same excitement. 
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Twin pronghorn antelope fawns bed down in the long grass and rocks of a meadow where their mother left 
them to go feed, though a distance away she is never out of sight of their locaton.  Taken in early June, lush 
green grass is the perfect food source for wildlife mothers nursing their young.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 
lens, ISO 400, 1/500 second at f4, Indura tripod. 
 
 
 

 
Two coyotes face off with a black wolf near Soda Butte Creek over an elk carcass at the height of winter.  
Amazing Stuff.  Nikon D70 body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 400, 1/1000 second at f4, Bogen tripod. 
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Back at Roosevelt Junction and up the road a couple of miles is Tower, a large waterfall 
that attracts many tourists.  As you start up the road towards Tower you are entering one 
of the great black bear habitats in the park, a place where these bears can be found at 
anytime and during any non-hibernating month.  Just before you reach the Calcite Cliffs 
there is a large curve in the road.  Maybe fifty times I have photographed sow black bears 
and cubs within a hundred yards of the road, and just a single time have I seen grizzlies – 
and a mating pair at that, also a first for me. 
 
 

 
This boar (left) and sow grizzly were photographed during mating season in early June just before the Calcite 
Cliffs, near Tower.  In thirty years these are the only grizzlies I’ve seen in this particular area.   Nikon D2x 
body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/160 second at f8, Bogen tripod. 
 
 
On a late October trip to the park several years ago I was standing in the snow covered 
Tower parking lot examining the ripe rose hips on nearby bushes that the bears had been 
working on.  Black bears seemed to be everywhere.  A bear management ranger walked 
over and we talked about all the bears in the Tower region and how well suited they were 
for this habitat.  Two sows with cubs were nearby feeding on rose bushes bordering the 
parking lot, another sow just up the road a hundred yards eating berries, and several 
individual bears were feeding on adjacent hill sides – a total of 15 bears were all within 
sight at that moment.    
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Driving south from Tower the road rises through the Washburn Range of mountains, 
passes by Mt. Washburn, crosses through Dunraven Pass and descends to Canyon 
Junction.  During the fires of 1988 this section of road near Mt. Washburn literally melted, 
forming pools of asphalt as the flames swept over the ridges.  From the road you can still 
see the patchwork of burned forest amid the lush green of the areas that were spared.  
Everywhere along the road burned out pine trees still stand, waiting for a strong enough 
wind to topple them over.  The fires restored much of this area by clearing out the old 
fallen timber, and now instead of solid pine forests there are green meadows feeding the 
animals.  The pines are white bark pines that produce a cone with protein rich seeds, or 
nuts, an important food source for black and grizzly bears. 
 
 

  
A grizzly begins to peel open a white bark pine cone 
to get to its high protein nuts; taken on the slopes of 
Mt. Washburn after a late September snow storm.  
Both black and grizzly bears can be found hunting for 
pine nuts on these slopes in the fall.  Nikon D2x body, 
500mm f4 lens, ISO 400, 1/250 second at f4, Bogen 
tripod. 
 

Photographed near Tower, this is the only blue-
eyed cinnamon black bear that I have ever seen.  
Black bears can range in fur color from basic black, 
to cinnamon (brown), to blonde (their mane). This is 
a digital scan from a 35mm slide.  Nikon N8008 
body, 500mm f4 lens, Kodachrome 64 film, no 
exposure information recorded. 
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Once you reach Canyon Junction you can either turn west and go back to Norris Junction – 
a short 12 mile route with few animals – or head south through Hayden Valley along the 
Yellowstone River to Yellowstone Lake.  At the Fishing Bridge junction you can turn east 
and follow the road around the north edge of Yellowstone Lake and climb to the park’s 
East Entrance (5).  While Hayden Valley is great, the rest of the road out to the East 
Entrance is sporadic when it comes to wildlife encounters.  At one time or another I’ve 
shot everything, but it isn’t steady and I’ve spent some long hours searching those areas 
east of Fishing Bridge.  I shot a Great Gray Owl near Lake Hotel, chased a big 6x7 mule deer 
buck there as well, a few moose near Bridge Bay, a couple of grizzlies around Fishing 
Bridge, coyotes along the lake shore, and River Otters in the lake – and while that sounds 
like a lot, over 30 years it isn’t. 
 
 

  
Canada geese lift-off from the Yellowstone River on a 
crisp fall morning in Hayden Valley.  Nikon D70 body, 
500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/750 second at f6.3, Bogen 
tripod. 
 

This red fox is mousing through one of the large 
meadows that border the Yellowstone River in 
Hayden Valley – and unperturbed by my presence 
as he caught vole after vole.  Nikon D2x body, 
500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/2000 second at f4, using 
a Bogen tripod. 
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One of my favorite Hayden Valley images, this spring calf bison is head-butting its mother as she grazes the 
green grass.  I was on a safari and we had stopped to eat lunch in a pull-out area when these bison just 
wandered right by our vehicles.  It was a great moment.  Nikon D70 body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200,  1/320 
second at f7.1, Bogen tripod. 
 
 
The rest of the Grand Loop road south around the lake to the South Entrance (2) or across 
Craig Pass to Old Faithful are not the best wildlife areas.  Of course I drive that road 
whenever I’m coming into the park from Jackson, WY – but I never spend hours searching 
for wildlife.  Much of the terrain is rugged and heavily forested, and while there are always 
animals around (after all, it is Yellowstone) time is spent more wisely in the areas of the 
park I’ve described.  Time-on-Target is what we wildlife photographers need with the 
park’s animals and birds – maximum time possible photographing them and not just 
looking for them. 
 
There is never a bad day in Yellowstone.  In the winter of 2013 temperatures fell to -22 
degrees on my 4Runner thermostat as I drove through Lamar Valley.  I remember a 
brutally hot day in August 1987 where temps had risen above 90 degrees, putting me and 
most of the wildlife to sleep.  Just the thought of shooting in Yellowstone gets my blood 
pumping and raises my level of internal excitement – the park is magnificent, and the 
wildlife are magnificent; I can’t go often enough, nor stay long enough. 
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7   Birds of California 
 
 

California is far too big for me to describe every locality or every stretch of road, but I do 
want to talk about the amazing variety of birds I shoot.  I believe that you have to return to 
a wildlife hotspot repeatedly to learn the ebb and flow of the birds that live there.  There 
are many conditions that can improve a birding location or even make it a hotspot, or ruin 
it as a viable location to continue shooting.  Some of these conditions could be weather, 
elevation, popularity with people, types of local flora, available cover and water, or 
remoteness – all can affect your shooting success. 
 
 

 
Photographed at El Dorado Park right off the 605 Freeway near Long Beach, CA, this American Wigeon is 
stretching his wings after preening.  This has been a great winter location for various bird species right in the 
heart of Los Angeles.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/320 second at f5.6, -.5 eV, Bogen tripod. 
 
 
There are many tremendous bird photography locations in the southern California area – 
you just need to find them, or have someone find them for you.  Members of Audubon 
groups have been a great source of information for me.  After a few good experiences at a 
location I’m always happy to return, by myself or with a safari group. 
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California is a diverse state, with different habitats and eco-systems that support a wide 
range of birds – far greater than I initially thought when I moved back in 2008.  What I 
have found is species I had never photographed before, and locations that, while 
sometimes more urban, have large populations with great variety.  It seems I’m surprised 
by something new on every trip into the field to shot. 
 
 

  
A white-breasted nuthatch works down the trunk of 
an oak tree towards its nest in Pinnacles NP.  Nikon 
D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 400, 1/250 second at 
f5.6, Bogen tripod. 
 

Bright red eyes, a dramatic crest, and a long tail 
make identifying a Phainopepla easy.  Shot in the 
desert near Palm Springs.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm 
f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/500 second at f4, Bogen tripod. 

 
These birds aren’t necessarily rare, just new to me.  In the Rockies I did a great deal of big-
game and predator photography and didn’t concentrate as much on birds, especially 
raptors and songbirds.  With many bird refuges in the Rockies, locations that seasonally 
attract migrating waterfowl, I had done a lot of ducks, geese, and other water type birds. 
In Yellowstone I’ve sought out great gray owls and osprey, while in the Grand Tetons I 
spent time photographing Trumpeter Swans.  But here in California I’ve had to refine my 
tactics to include songbirds and a much larger variety of raptors and owls.  In 1986, 
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while living in St. George, UT I began traveling out to the Lytle Ranch Preserve located in 
the Beaver Dam Wash, near the Utah/Nevada/Arizona border.  This former working 
cattle ranch had been purchased by the Nature Conservancy (and later by BYU as an 
outdoor laboratory) to protect its unique diversity.  The curator at the ranch, a student 
working on his Doctorate as I recall, was also interested in photography and I spent time 
walking the ranch with him.  There were a dozen old fruit trees on the property and one 
of the birds he wanted to photograph was the Vermilion Flycatcher - which spent time 
in these trees.  I got a few poor images of the brightly colored bird, but never anything 
remarkable.  Now, fast-forward 25 years and I’m shooting in Morongo Valley, CA – and 
there are Vermilion Flycatchers everywhere. 
 
 

 
A male vermilion flycatcher takes off to hunt for insects to take to its mate and nestlings, just a few feet 
above its head.  Photographed in Morongo Valley, CA.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 1600, 1/2000 
second at f4, +.3 eV, Bogen tripod. 
 
 
When I walk through Morongo Valley I photograph at least two dozen different species 
over just a couple of hours, sometimes more.  The desert comes alive with many 
migrating species that stop to nest during its mild spring temperatures, only to leave 
when it gets hot, and it gets really hot there in the summer. 
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A rose-breasted grosbeak shows off its vibrant 
colors while perching in a tree in Morongo Valley.  
Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 400, 1/500 
second at f8, +.5 eV, Indura tripod. 
  

Ash berries are on the menu for this cedar waxwing 
photographed in the town of Three Rivers, CA.  
Nikon D3s Body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 3200, 1/1000 
second at f4, +1 eV, window rest. 

 
Over on the coast, bird life dominates the meeting of ocean and land.  I’ve shot as far 
south as La Jolla near San Diego, and dozens of different locations along the Pacific Coast 
Highway north to Monterey Bay.  San Joaquin Wildlife Reserve in Irvine, the Backbay area 
at Newport Beach, and the Bolsa Chica Ecological Reserve in Huntington Beach are all 
great birding locations – not just for water type birds, but also for songbirds, game birds 
like ducks, and raptors and owls.  Winter and spring are the best months as migrating 
birds flock to these coastal areas.  Getting on location early is important on the coast so 
you can get a sense as to where the most action is taking place.  At Bolsa Chica, where 
you can walk out on the foot bridge and stand in the middle of the estuary, birds doing 
fly-bys isn’t as important as the amount of fishing the birds are doing.  If the estuary is 
full of bait fish then the diving birds like double-crested cormorants, brown pelicans, and 
terns are very active.  Other fishing birds like egrets, herons, and bitterns work the edges 
of the reeds and water.  
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A snowy egret captures a fish in the estuary at Bolsa 
Chica Ecological Reserve.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm 
f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/2000 second at f4, Bogen tripod. 
 

A brown pelican in breeding colors relaxes on the 
cliffs above La Jolla, CA.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 
lens, ISO 100, 1/2000 second at f4, Bogen tripod. 

 
Birds that are active and fishing will allow closer approaches than those standing around 
resting and preening because they will be watching you more closely.  Bird fishing activity 
seems to peak sometime after sunrise, maybe one or two hours – then it begins to 
decrease as the day warms up.  In the middle of winter birds might stay active and hunt 
for much of the day, given the colder temperatures and shorter hours of daylight.  
Finding the location of peak activity and putting yourself in position to have the sun over 
your shoulder while shooting will improve your opportunities for action images.  Backlit 
and silhouetted subjects can have interest, but for fishing action having the sun behind 
you really helps deliver quality, well lit images.  Like all wildlife photography, bird 
photography is about moments of action - like feeding, fighting, mating behavior, flying 
behavior, in groups, interacting with other species, etc. 
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Sanderlings and whimbrels work the surf line together near San Simeon, CA.  It didn’t take me long to 
recognize what an interesting sight this was and begin photographing it –  like the whimbrels are 
babysitting.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 400, 1/750 second at f8, +1 eV, Bogen tripod. 
 
 
 

  
A double-crested cormorant just misses a greater 
scaup as it lifts off the estuary at Bolsa Chica.  Nikon 
D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/1000 second 
at f8, Bogen tripod. 
 

A marbled godwit flairs its wings to land at Bolsa 
Chica.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 400, 
1/500 second at f8, +1 eV 
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Driving north up the coast highway from Cambria to Big Sur takes you through an area 
full of migrating hawks during the winter and spring months.  There are times when it 
seems every fence post has a red-tailed, red-shouldered, or Cooper’s hawk on it.  Like 
most predators they are very aware of being approached, but the law of averages (for 
me) says that about 1 in 10 will allow a close approach.  Remember, your car is your best 
blind for capturing these types of images. 
 
 

  
A migrating red-shouldered hawk relaxes on a post 
along Highway 1, near San Simeon, CA.  Nikon D3s 
body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 1600, 1/1500 second at 
f4, window rest. 

Staring me down inside my vehicle, this white-tailed 
kite wasn’t too bothered, near Cambria, CA.  Nikon 
D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 800, 1/6000 second 
at f4, -1 eV, window rest. 
 

 
I think I’ve enjoyed bird photography so much because of the variety of the colors, 
patterns, sizes, and habits – and because it is just hard.  Birds are wily, they are secretive, 
and yet you can capture intimate moments of them hunting and interacting with mates 
and their young.  They eat everything - from animal carcasses to small game, from seeds 
to insects to flower nectar, from reptiles to other birds.  They are fascinating to watch 
and given enough opportunities you begin to get an idea of their habits and actions. 
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I anticipated the moment this red-shouldered hawk would leap from this branch.  He stretched his wings, 
seemed a little nervous, dropped some hawk doo-doo, and began to crouch down – that was the moment I 
started the motordrive – this is one of that sequence of images.  Nikon D3s body, Nikon 500mm f4 lens, ISO 
400, 1/1500 second at f4, -.5 eV, window rest. 
 
 
 

 

A female great-horned owl sits on her nest in a cottonwood tree at the 
Merced National Wildlife Refuge (NWR), near Los Banos, CA.  Over the 
decades I’ve had many close encounters with these large owls – and they 
have never failed to disappoint.  These owls are animated and social when 
dealing with their mates and their own young.  Like all owls they are 
amazing hunters, and like all owls they are extremely difficult to 
photograph.  My first images were taken back in 1986 when I found a den 
of owls in a cave nest on a cliff face.  The parents would roost in the 
cottonwood trees below the cliff while the fledgling would sit at the edge 
of the cave staring out.  Eventually they fledged down to the trees, and 
even to the ground, where I was able to photograph them very close.  The 
two parents would roost a hundred yards apart, with the fledglings in the 
trees between them, so they were easy to find until desert temperatures 
warmed up and they vanished.  This image was taken with a Nikon D3s 
body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/800 second at f5.6, Indura tripod. 
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There is a new modern convenience that can greatly assist you in your bird photography, 
and that is the use a bird call app.  Those of you with smart phones, like an iPhone, can 
download an app with every bird call in the United States on it.  I paid about $15 for the 
full Sibley Birding app (the most expensive app I’ve ever bought) and it has been gold in 
calling birds closer to me to photograph.  There are other apps, but I use Sibley. 
 
 

 
I called this male western tanager in so close I had to back away.  With the call playing I had three males 
circling above me – they wanted to find the bird making that song.  The call has proven to be amazingly 
successful.  The volume of the iPhone can be enhanced by using a Bluetooth speaker to add greater volume 
to the call.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 800, 1/500 second at f4, +1 eV, Indura tripod. 
 
 
 

 Of all the bird species I think hummingbirds, or hummers, have the most 
intricate textures and feather designs, the most outlandish colors, and a 
huge attitude to back it all up with.  Here in the west I have photographed 
Anna’s, Rufous, Black-chinned, Broad-tailed, and Costa’s, and a few others 
I’m not completely sure about.  Because of their diminutive size, getting 
close is your primary concern.  You have to find their food sources if you 
aren’t shooting near a feeder, as well as their favorite perch.  Since many 
food sources might be in the shade, using a flash will help balance out the 
exposure and give you higher shutter speeds.  The Anna’s Hummer shown 
here had a favorite perch, which I found after watching him land on the 
point of this stick repeatedly.  Hummers seem to like all types of habitat, 
from the deserts to the high mountains, and if you find a nice patch of 
wildflowers or cactus blooms you will usually find them.  Nikon D2x Body, 
500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/200 second at f4, window rest. 
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The oak woodlands that run north-south through most of the valleys in the state are not 
only great bobcat habitat areas, but support a large variety of birds.  As you have noticed 
from the exposure captions on these birding images, none are shot with a lens smaller 
than my 500mm telephoto lens.  I know that folks with dx sensors (and their crop factor) 
get a boost in length for there 80-200 lenses, or other zoom lenses, but if bird 
photography is your thing, nothing replaces that long prime telephoto lens. 
 
 

  
This Harbor Digital flash extender is the one I use in 
situations were added light is needed. 

The Better Beamer flash extender has been around 
longer, but I feel is a bit too flimsy and difficult to set 
up quickly. 
 

 
 
I used the Harbor Digital flash extender to take this 
image of these red-tailed hawk chicks standing on 
the edge of their stick nest, very high up in a tree.  
The flash had no trouble reaching up about 60 feet 
to fill the shadows on these chicks and improved 
the exposure considerably.  Taken in Morongo 
Valley, CA while on a bird safari.  Nikon D3s body, 
500mm f4 lens, ISO 400, 1/250 second at f5.6, flash 
extender, +.67 eV, Indura tripod.  Be careful using 
these flash extenders as they can really focus the 
light and overexpose images if you haven’t 
practiced some.  

 
 
These flash extenders fill a gap in the lack of light that affects many birding images.  You 
see birds in the shade, under trees and branches, but almost never in perfect light unless 
there is an important food or water source that brings them out.  Without the flash 
extender you have to push your ISO settings higher, and always be shooting with wide 
open apertures when ever your subject is in shaded light.  Birds never seem to stop 
moving, so shutter speed matters in getting acceptable images in these conditions.  The 
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coastline, estuaries, bays, and marshes are areas where there is little shade to hide birds, 
and opportunities exist to shoot in full sun.  I recently spent several weeks photographing 
burrowing owls near Earlimart, CA – just a few miles off hwy 99.  Unlike other owls and 
raptors that roost in trees, these owls had settled into an agricultural area that had 
nearby alfalfa fields active with insects and mice.  They had commandeered squirrel dens 
in a large barrow pit-type spot, with blown in sagebrush for some cover, which kept them 
just below ground level until they were more active or hunting. 
 
 

 
A fledgling burrowing owl does a fly-by over the adult male and another fledgling.  Knowing that these owls 
love to have a perch to view their surroundings from, I rolled a couple of sagebrush piles together to form a 
three foot tall mound – and the owls immediately began to use it – as shown in this photograph.  Nikon D3s 
body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 800, 1/1500 second at f8, window rest. 
 
 
Trip after trip I returned in the late afternoon to photograph them.  I learned what they 
were mainly hunting (scarab beetles from the alfalfa fields), which birds were the parents, 
where they liked to perch, where they went for water, how the wind determined when 
they would fly and hunt, the temperature when they became more active, which dens 
had the most fledglings in them, etc – all information that allowed me to do a better job 
photographing them. 
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A fledgling burrowing hovers in the late afternoon 
during a hunt in a nearby alfalfa field.  Nikon D3s 
body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 800, 1/2000 second at f8, 
window rest. 
 

A gust of wind blows this fledgling burrowing owl off 
balance on my man-made sagebrush perch.  Nikon 
D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 800, 1/4000 second at 
f5.6, -.5 eV, window rest. 
 

 
 

 
A scarab beetle, snatched out of mid-air by the agile burrowing owl, is about to become an evening snack.  
Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 400, 1/250 second at f8, window rest. 
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High in the Sierra Nevada mountains a different set of bird species survive in the different 
life zones, birds that are more scattered and generally more difficult to find – a reflection 
of the harsher environment they live in.  Typically, temperatures drop between 3 to 5 
degrees per 1000 feet of altitude gain, and with those changes in elevation come a 
change in host grasses, shrubs, and trees.  These changes in flora result in a large variety 
of birds calling the mountains their home. 
 
 

 
A magnificent Steller’s Jay perches on a pine branch in Yosemite Valley, Yosemite National Park.  A loud 
and colorful jay, these birds can be attracted by a bird call and can be found around picnic areas, 
campgrounds, and other sites that people inhabit.  Their unique crest and colors make them easy to 
identify.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 400, 1/1000 second at f5.6, Indura tripod. 
 
 
There are many great online sources to help identify the various species of birds that 
could be photographed in these high mountains.  Identifying them is not always easy and 
I’ve found that even great written sources, like the Sibley and Audubon guides, can be 
less than accurate – while source books about specific sites, or parks, can help narrow 
down the possible species.  I’ve got about a hundred hard bound reference books, but I 
find myself going to a couple of dozen websites most often – those that are region 
specific.  They range from CA Bugs, CalPhotos, Cornel Lab of Ornithology, Seki 
Wildflowers (Seki stands for Sequoia/Kings Canyon NP), to California Herps, and others. 
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Rays from the rising sun catch the red tufts of 
feathers on this Pileated Woodpeckers head in 
Sequoia National Park.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 
lens, ISO 400, 1/1000 second at f4, Indura tripod. 
 

A Brown Creeper suddenly appears from the 
shadows and into the direct sun; hunting on an old 
yellow pine tree trunk it scores a small meal, in 
Sequoia National Park.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 
lens, ISO 1600, 1/8000 second at f4, Indura tripod. 
 

 
The pileated woodpecker hammers trees with a loud machine gun sounding rat-tat-tat, 
unlike other woodpeckers and sapsuckers with much softer, quieter tapping.  The first 
time it flew by me with its elongated head it reminded me of a pterodactyl, a prehistoric 
flying lizard made famous in dinosaur movies.  Landing on a dead tree trunk covered in 
moss (image above), the woodpecker gave me just a few seconds to capture an image.  
Like so many other birds from this high country, they seem few and far between – this 
being my only opportunity to date to photograph one here in California.  The brown 
creeper (above, right) is another inconspicuous mountain bird that blends in perfectly 
with the bark of the trees it hunts insects on and is difficult to find and photograph.  The 
ISO was so high in that photo (1600) because the bird wouldn’t come into direct sunlight, 
always staying in the shadows, and I was caught unprepared when it came around the 
tree trunk into the sun. 
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Mountain Chickadee.  Nikon D7100 body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 1600, 1/640 second at f4, Indura tripod. 
 
 
 

 
Red-breasted Nuthatch.  Nikon D7100 body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/400 second at f4, Indura tripod. 
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8   Wildlife Compositions 

 

Wildlife photography generally falls into two different types: portraiture and 
environmental.  Unlike landscape photography, wildlife don’t lend themselves to careful 
compositional rules, like the rule of thirds or using foreground elements to lead your eye 
to the subject.  However, there are some compositional concepts that always apply to 
wildlife; some of them I covered in Chapter 5 on Tactics. 
 
We shoot in a digital world today, a world where the image can’t be seen unless the file is 
presented on a computer or LCD screen – at least at first.  Thus, cropping images, 
especially wildlife images, can more easily be done on the computer, and not in-camera.  
With that in mind, here are some keys to making that as easy as possible.  The first thing to 
remember is to leave some space around your subject and decide on orientation. 

 

 
A long-tailed weasel in winter coat played hide-and-seek with me for an hour in these lichen covered 
rocks located on the west side of Utah Lake, UT.  The extra space around the weasel allowed me to crop 
this image to a vertical when it was printed, and later published.  Olympus OM-10 FC Body, 300mm f4.5 
lens, Kodachrome 64 file, Bogen tripod. 
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It seems counter-intuitive to leave space around your subject when the whole point of 
getting closer with a big telephoto lens is to, well, get close and exclude that extra space.  
Somewhere in that conundrum is a happy medium that allows you to be close, getting a 
lot of pixels on the subject, but still leave space for adequate cropping.  Wildlife 
photographers need to envision the possible uses of an image in order to create the space 
they might need in an image.  Many nature photographers tend to shoot horizontal images 
because that is how we look at the world - but remember, magazine covers are usually 
vertical images – so turning the camera to vertical, or leaving enough space to crop to 
vertical is important. 

 

 

This 8x10 bull elk in velvet was published on 
the cover of BUGLE Magazine (see page 17), 
but in my opinion I was far too close.  There 
should have been more space around the bull 
in order to facilitate appropriate cropping and 
text placement by the publishing entity.  I had 
been shooting freelance and doing magazine 
submissions for only a few years when I 
stumbled upon a group of 5 bull elk in the 
Yellowstone River before dawn, in Yellowstone 
NP, trying to evade clouds of blood thirsty 
mosquitoes.  I set up on the bank and began 
shooting and thinking how lucky I was to be 
that close.  I should have backed up four steps, 
maybe 15 feet, and added space to my elk 
portrait.  I’ve sold this image a number of times 
for editorial uses and for fine art prints, and a 
number of other images from that morning 
shoot – but I’ve always regretted not backing 
up.  Had I backed up I wouldn’t have been in 
jeopardy of losing antler tines every time the 
bull moved his head; and I would have ended 
up with more images of his full rack to sell, 
instead of just the few I ended up keeping.  
While this image worked, it barely worked and I 
could’ve done a better a job. 

 
 
While the bull elk rack image is a clear vertical image, it is often difficult to change 
orientation because of the concentration you are giving your subject.  My very next 
consideration in composition is whether it is a vertical or horizontal subject – and once I 
make that determination I run with it.  The image of the brown creeper on page 58 is an 
example of being surprised by a subject and shooting the initial set of images as 
horizontals before changing orientation and shooting verticals.  The bird was just far 
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enough away that I had sufficient space to crop the image to a vertical.  Not turning the 
camera to vertical means wasting space, i.e. pixels, that will be cropped out to make the 
image look the way it should. 

 

 

(Left)  This is what I mean by leaving enough space 
around a subject in order to crop tighter if desired.  
By shooting this image as a vertical I got the 
maximum number of pixels on my subject – and 
that improves the quality of the image.  Even 
though it takes a few seconds to rotate the 
lens/camera to the vertical shooting position – just 
do it.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 800, 
1/350 second at f5.6, Bogen Tripod. 

 

 
(Right)  Originally a horizontal image, tight cropping 
improved this portrait of a turkey gobbler in Zion 
National Park, UT.  The horizontal shot had oak 
branches, other turkey gobblers and hens, dirty 
snow, a park service building, and just lacked the 
punch that this tighter, more dramatic shot has 
after cropping.  There is no silhouetting added to 
this image.  Nikon F5 body, 500mm f4 lens, 
Kodachrome 200 film, Bogen Tripod. 

 
 
In Chapter 5 (Tactics) I talked briefly about focusing on the eyes and shooting at eye level.  
Taking that one step farther, learn to change the camera’s focusing grid so that you can 
compose the image with the subject’s eyes in the best position possible.  Animals and 
birds are constantly moving, changing position, checking on their safety – and we can’t 
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know every direction they might turn – but we can be prepared to quickly change the 
focusing grid.  Changing the grid can be done quickly with some practice.  In all types of 
photography where the subject has eyes, focusing on those eyes is critical; thus, moving 
the grid is critical to keeping the eyes as the point-of-focus.  This is a devastating issue to a 
portrait wildlife image and can’t be under-emphasized – blurry eyes kill wildlife images. 

 

 

Another obvious vertical portrait 
image, I moved the focusing grid to 
the top left spot in order to keep focus 
sharply on the eyes of this burrowing 
owl.  If the grid had been locked to the 
center spot or if the focusing mode 
had been set to Dynamic the bird’s 
eyes would have been slightly out-of-
focus (oof) and the wings a bit 
sharper.  I was so close to this owl, 
standing just outside its den, that any 
focusing variation away from the eyes 
would have killed this image. 
 
Another factor in the success of this 
image is the extremely oof foreground 
and background, or bokeh.  The 
exposure information for this image is:  
Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 
400, 1/1600 second at f4, window 
rest.  Shooting at f4 helped create a 
beautiful bokeh, a Japanese word for 
the aesthetic quality of the blur seen 
in photographs, a word commonly 
used in photography circles.  The 
better the bokeh the more your eye 
lingers on the image’s subject and isn’t 
distracted by other areas of the image. 

 
 
Next, in environmental wildlife compositions the setting of the image is as important as 
the wildlife subject itself.  The background, foreground, and framing tell a story about that 
particular image and the creature in it.    It might reflect natural camouflage, hunting 
tactics, survival in extreme weather, flock or herd mentality, or simply the best habitat that 
this creature exists in; but it’s an important part of the story telling power of the image. 
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With so many snow geese lifting off this frozen pond, my subject is two-fold – the flock taking off and 
the flock standing still.  It is an environmental wildlife image because it shows individual birds within a 
much greater group.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/30 second at f22, -.33 eV, Bogen 
tripod. 
 

 
Wildlife photographers want to get close, and then they want to get closer – and I’m no 
different.  We use car blinds, soft and permanent blinds, long lenses, and practice 
woodcraft skills that get us even closer, like keying off a food source or nest site.  
Environmental wildlife photography forces us to think in terms of settings and the images 
can be stunning.  It doesn’t take a long telephoto lens to achieve, nor require us to be 
masters of camouflage – but it does require a change in view.   
 
There is something special about placing a bull elk in a forest of pine trees, or a coyote 
wandering through a broad, lush meadow.  It’s not just where we found them, but where 
they should be that makes this type of imaging so interesting.  I’ve seen other 
photographer’s images where the balance of subject and environment was extremely well 
done, and they truly took my breath away.  It wasn’t due to a crisp portrait showing every 
whisker or tooth, feather or furry paw - it was for the wonderfully sublime blending of an 
animal or bird within its own world; a world we humans can only occasionally visit and 
never fully understand – without the photos. 
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A brown pelican rides the updrafts of this crashing wave near La Jolla, CA.  Nikon D2x, 500mm f4 lens, 
ISO 200, 1/1000 second at f8, -1 eV, Bogen tripod 
 
 
 

 
Before the first rays of sunrise these sandhill cranes gather together in their watery roost to prepare for 
the day at Bosque del Apache NWR, NM.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/8 second at f9.5, 
-1 eV, Bogen tripod. 
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A river otter and his trout look out over ice on the Lamar River in Yellowstone NP.  Nikon F5 body, 
500mm f4 lens, Provia 200, Bogen tripod. 
 
 
 

 
A herd of wild horses charges across the sagebrush habitat of the high plains where they live in 
northeastern Utah, on the Ute Indian Reservation.  Nikon D70 body, 80-200mm f2.8 lens, ISO 200, 
1/2000 second at f4, hand held from a helicopter. 
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A bull elk stands in the forest bugling a guttural 
challenge to other bulls.  Nikon F5, 500mm f4 lens, 
Kodachrome 64, Bogen tripod. 

A barn owl hovers in the marsh searching for its 
next meal.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 
320, 1/2000 second at f4, Bogen tripod. 
 

 
 

 

The yellow leaves of autumn cottonwoods make a 
statement about the time of year of this bull moose 
image and the sagebrush steppe country in the 
Jackson Hole Valley.  Moving the moose back 
farther in the image would have increased the view 
of the trees, but made the moose miniscule in the 
image.  I probably could have used a 80-200mm 
lens to increase the angle of view, and thus 
increased the environmental view, without getting 
to close to this bull.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 
lens, ISO 200, 1/350 second at f8, -.3 eV, Bogen 
tripod.  
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9   Animals doing Animal Stuff 

 
Kind of a silly chapter title, but very relevant idea when it comes to the quality of your 
wildlife photography.  There is no shortage of images of bears walking across a meadow, of 
a soaring red-tailed hawk, or of a songbird sitting at a perch; you might not have one but 
there are a million of those images out there.  Animals doing animal (or bird) stuff just 
means capturing images that reflect, in some way, the life of the animal.  This idea seems 
to get tossed aside the minute someone spots a bear anywhere, and then everyone gets in 
position to shoot the bear crossing a meadow with all the other photographers.  If it’s your 
first bear it might seem exciting, but the photos are mundane at best.  

 

 
Everyone who has been to Mono Lake, CA on the eastern side of the Sierras has seen the waves of alkali 
flies covering the open ground around the trail by the lake, and moving in clouds like a black mist; 
millions, maybe billions of flies.  As you walk through the cloud they split like the biblical Red Sea, and 
you are Moses; I never had one even land on me.  In this image, one smart California Gull, unlike the 
other gulls that just picked up dead flies, would charge through the cloud with his beak open and get the 
maximum number of flies per mouthful, smart bird.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 100, 1/1000 
second at f8, -1 eV, Bogen tripod. 
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We can move beyond those mundane images by learning about the animals we 
photograph, anticipating their movements, and looking for those moments when the 
animals are at peak intensity or activity.  It’s not easy to do, and we don’t stumble upon 
those moments – they are the result of a lot of preparation and anticipation.  Also, we 
need to recognize the moment when it’s about to happen. 

 

  
Up in the pine forest and shooting through the rain 
and numerous branches, I only had a moment to 
change subjects when I saw these wolves coming 
together.   Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 320, 
1/180 second at f4, Bogen tripod. 
 

I waited for this interesting behavior as the bull elk 
moved through broken timber - antler tips back to 
keep them from hanging up in the low pine 
branches.  Nikon F5 body, 500mm f4 lens, 
Kodachrome 200, Bogen tripod. 
 

  
It is the small things that can make an ordinary image something special; just simple 
behavior patterns that create images that tell a story – and those are the stories we are 
trying to tell in our photography.  Back when I was learning wildlife photography you had 
to be selective in the images you shot because of the expense of film and processing.  In 
the digital world where once you own the equipment the imaging is basically free – and 
you can over shoot opportunities – I think we tend to (me as well) shoot everything 
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thinking we will separate the wheat from the chaff later on.  When I shot film I rarely shot 
more than 50 rolls of 36 exposure film (1800 images) on a safari – knowing the cost of 
processing when I got home, I was careful.  Getting that film back from Kodak or Fuji in a 
large box was like Christmas; now I shoot for 4 or 5 days and take 5000 to 7000 images.  By 
the time the film slides came back I had forgotten at least some of what I had shot.  The 
unanticipated aspect of that is we fail to foresee wildlife action; we rely on volume to find 
the moment instead of preparing for it.  Experience will put us in the right place at the 
right time, and eventually we get the right animal.   

 

 
One winter in Yellowstone, just before sunset, I saw this coyote a hundred yards off the road curled up 
ready for the extreme cold to come.  I drove right on by not thinking it was an interesting moment, but I 
turned around and snow-shoed out to him.  I only got 4 or 5 images before the shadow line from the 
setting sun crossed over him, but today they are some of my favorite, and best selling, coyote images.  
Nikon F5 body, 500mm f4 lens, Kodachrome 64 film, Bogen tripod, snow shoes. 
 

 
I don’t think I could ever have become a competent wildlife photographer without a love 
for the animals and birds I photograph.  That respect is gained from watching, studying, 
and researching them.  Watching nature shows, reading about wildlife encounters, and 
viewing others photographs all add little bits of knowledge that I can use later.  How 
animals act when faced with people (photographers), around a food source, in relation to 
vehicles, in close proximity to other animals – all can be predicted with a certain degree of 
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success.  That knowledge allows us to work into better positions to capture images at 
moments of activity and interest.  One example of this that I have learned is that when not 
under stress, all bears (grizzlies and blacks) will travel in the direction that affords a 
leisurely pace.  In other words, they won’t go over a hill if they can go around it.  Many 
times I’ve seen the direction the bear was traveling in and then placed myself downrange 
where I thought it would pass.  Instead of being part of the group paralleling the bear, I 
would move ahead and get the best position I could, and let the bear come to me.  Doing 
this allows me to shoot the bear walking face on to me, shooting movement and facial 
expressions, and not the mundane image of the bear in the meadow.  In both of the bear 
images below I saw them moving and got into a position ahead of them so I could shoot 
with them coming towards me. 

 

  
This boar grizzly pauses for a second before crossing 
this fallen log.  I set up on this spot thinking the 
easier track for the bear was to cross this log and 
not go around it.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, 
ISO 400, 1/250 second at f4, -.5 eV, Bogen tripod. 
  

With a fur coat covered in rain water, this sow 
grizzly walked right at me and then angled by, 
ignoring me and the others around me, and the 
ranger standing next to me.  Nikon D2x body, 
500mm f4 lens, ISO 320, 1/250 second at f4, Bogen 
tripod. 
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There are few opportunities to witness, much less photograph, animal behavior in areas 
where they are hunted.  Hunted animals have in ingrained wariness to humans that 
translates into quick retreats and brief seconds of exposure to us.  For example, here in 
central California we have sizeable populations of both bobcats and coyotes, and finding 
either one isn’t difficult.  Coyotes run (kill) cow calves and other domestic stock and are 
hunted by ranchers, and generally fall under the “vermin” hunting rules of the state – 
which is basically shoot on sight anytime.  When the car slows down the coyote’s head 
goes up and he begins to trot away; when the car stops the coyote is usually in full retreat 
expecting a bullet to be coming its way.  That’s just the reality of it.  Bobcats don’t run 
livestock, though they might nail a chicken or two.  Trapping laws are strict for a fur 
bearing animal like a bobcat, and ranchers generally leave the bobcats alone and don’t 
allow others onto their property to trap.  When I go on a photo safari into coyote/bobcat 
country I generally see equal numbers, but I photograph far more bobcats than coyotes. 

 

 
It’s always exciting to photograph hunting behavior, as in this big male bobcat displaying its mousing 
skills right in front of me in a meadow in Yosemite National Park on a cold, overcast January afternoon.  
Moments of action depicting their true behavior (and not just crossing a meadow or warming 
themselves in the sun) are moments we photographers live for.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 
3200, 1/1000 second at f4, Bogen tripod. 
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No matter the animal or bird there are places where your opportunities to photograph 
them are better, and the chances to shoot wildlife behavior is improved.  For each species 
it is different, but here are a few with some common locations:  Mule Deer bucks in the rut 
and Desert Bighorn Sheep – Zion NP in November; Elk, Grizzly and Black Bears, Gray 
Wolves – Yellowstone NP in early June; Bobcats – Oak Woodlands of California’s central 
valley (Oct - March); Bald Eagles – The Great Salt Lake Region in Utah; Moose – Grand 
Teton NP in September; Red Fox – Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge in Utah in May; and 
wild turkeys – Pinnacles NP in March. 

 

 
These beautiful gobbling tom turkeys are in full display during the spring mating season in Pinnacles NP.  
This is also one of my best selling images on iStockphoto.  Images that exhibit classic behavior offer 
more visual interest.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/160 second at f4, Bogen tripod. 
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10   Friends & Ethics 

 
My photography would be greatly limited if it wasn’t for a network of friends, fellow 
professional photographers, and outdoor enthusiasts who feed me a continuous stream of 
information.  In return, I always invite those that have shared with me to come and shoot 
when I discover a great location or species – we feed each other these great opportunities.  
We know that photography is not a competition among individuals, though there might be 
some who feel it is.  It’s cooperation among colleagues and friends to push forward the 
visual frontiers where photography communicates the life experiences of a particular 
subject – to everyone who views the images.  We all gain a better understanding and look 
to our own images to further the story of these amazing creatures. 

 

  
My friend, Casey Bell, took this image of me in a 
Huey helicopter about to take off to photograph 
wild horses on the Ute Indian Reservation in Utah.  
Casey was my assistant that day and shared the 
experience with me, contributing his own images to 
my corporate assignment. 
 

Another great friend, Bob Sutton, has not only been 
a shooting partner for decades, but led me to many 
locations and species I would never have found on 
my own.  He scouts locations and lets me know 
which ones are worthy of a safari trip. 
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There isn’t anything about photography that is unique to just a single person, and few 
photographers have skills that others couldn’t emulate given the same amount of 
experience, direction, and time in the field.  You should build up a group of similarly 
minded photographers to participate on safaris with you, to trade information about 
locations with you, and to be part of the peer group you can turn to for mentoring when 
problems arise. 
 
Ethics in wildlife photography could be debated for hours, possibly days, without a 
meeting of the minds ever taking place.  There is no consensus on proper wildlife 
photography ethics, only polarized voices from the extreme ends of the spectrum - which 
scream loudly and are intolerant of opposing opinions.  I try and deal with photography 
ethics based on my own moral beliefs – and a “do no harm” conviction.  I’ve noticed that 
in my social media world (mainly Facebook) photographers are applauded for images of 
predators striking, or about to strike, targeted animals – like mice.  Sometimes they crop 
or clone out the target, but the net effect is killing one animal to photograph another.  
That is a violation of wildlife photography ethics in my opinion. 

 

 

How close is too close?  When does the desire 
to photograph an animal begin to cross over 
into harassment or endangerment?  Are my 
actions contributing to a dangerous situation or 
facilitating an animal to become dependent on 
people?  Does my presence reasonably alter an 
animal’s behavior?  Is that change in behavior 
minimal or extreme – and does that matter?  
Cinnamon Black Bear in Sequoia NP.  Nikon D2x 
body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 280, 1/80 second at 
f4, Bogen tripod. 

 
 
Forcing an animal to reach a point of fight-or-flight is another ethically question you have 
to answer.  I photograph a lot bobcats along mountain roads, most of which run away the 
minute they here the engine slowing down or the vehicle braking.  At other times they just 
look at me and continue on with what they are doing and then slowly move away.  Does 
either of these constitute bobcat harassment?  I don’t think so.  A couple of years ago I had 
an encounter with a red fox hunting near a picnic site in Yellowstone.  There were a 
number of photographers attempting to photograph this fast moving fox.  It would dart 
through the sagebrush, cross the meadow, hunt, cross back towards us, cross the road; 
recross the road, hunt - on and on, catching at least 4 or 5 voles during this 30 minute long 
hunt.  A park ranger drove up just as the fox sprinted by a couple of us.  He got on his loud 
speaker and demanded that I come to his vehicle.   We began to debate how close I was to 
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the fox and whether I could really maintain a 25 yard distance with the fox moving around 
so fast.  As we were discussing it the fox came to the ranger’s vehicle and brought with 
him about ten photographers who began shooting the fox just twenty feet from the 
ranger.  I asked the ranger if he was going to ticket all the photographers who were all as 
close as or closer to the fox than I had been.  Whether habituated or not, the red fox was 
unphased by the tourists and photographers and continued on with its successful hunt.  
The ranger ordered everyone out of the picnic area then promptly drove away and didn’t 
come back. 

 

  
This sow elk and its newborn calf deserve space 
from photographers and tourists.  I stayed near my 
vehicle to shoot this image and let me move away 
without any type of pursuit.  Nikon D70 body, 
500mm f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/320 at f8, Bogen tripod. 
 

Ethics aren’t just to protect animals; they can 
protect us as well.  Staying near the road, and the 
protection of a vehicle, will keep this grizzly cub and 
myself safe.  Animals getting killed in vehicle 
accidents are common, while sow grizzlies are very 
protective of their young.  Nikon D2x body, 500mm 
f4 lens, ISO 200, 1/350 at f5.6, Bogen tripod. 
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I was standing next to a picnic table when this red fox raced by me and up the hill, turned around, and 
came hunting back through the long grass.  Nikon D3s body, 500mm f4 lens, ISO 1600, 1/500 second at 
f4, Bogen tripod. 
 

 
Getting close is a judgment call that each person has to learn to make.  A big telephoto 
lens allows you to keep a safe distance from most animals and birds, and good tactics will 
keep you in the right position.  The best choice is to always stay back, and work closer 
slowly, allowing the animal or bird to see you, hear you, and know you’re not a danger.  If 
the area you are shooting in has distance rules (like in Yellowstone NP) then live by those 
rules unless a ranger says different.  I could write a book about run-ins I’ve had with park 
rangers who changed the rules, adapted the rules to a specific situation, even adapted the 
rules to a specific animal – but in the end you have to follow their rules as much as you 
might dislike it.  I’ve never got an animal harassment ticket though there might be some 
rangers who wanted to give me one.  Sometimes I handled the rangers while the friends I 
was shooting with were able to keep shooting – sometimes just the opposite.  No photos 
are worth an animal’s life – or for you to put them at risk, and certainly the same can be 
said of your life and safety.  The great thing about wildlife photography is that you are 
attempting to capture images that portray a moment of that animal’s life in the wild – a 
natural moment – and not one where harassment or intimidation was used. 
 


